
Prepare. Perfect. 
Produce.
Reduce pre-press lead times with FFEI’s RealPro Toolkit – a complete suite of Adobe® 
Illustrator® plug-ins for the most challenging labelling and packaging environments.

RealPro Toolkit provides a total solution to the challenges within the pre-press cycle. 
Efficiently increasing productivity and standardising document structure, from design 
concept to error free production ready files, regardless of the print process. RealPro 
Toolkit provides features such as file editing and preparation; colour management; 
trapping; and nesting/step & repeat and can also be extended for specialist tasks such 
as cylinder repeats, patterns and artwork pre-distortion. 

Boost your productivity
Drops with ease into your existing prepress  
production by expanding Adobe® Illustrator® into a  
powerful packaging pre-press solution. Allows users to 
work in a familiar environment without having to learn  
third party applications, therefore reducing costs and 
training overheads.

Advanced packaging quality control tools
Advanced Preflight, Preview and Search tools will 
dramatically reduce the time spent on finding critical 
objects for editing. Also includes Compare mode for 
revision management.

Comprehensive trapping tools
All elements are trapped in seconds, using pre-defined 
settings. As the trapping is placed on a separate layer, the 
artwork is never touched. Trapping tools also includes rich 
black and white under print features. Intuitive user interface 
allows for trap modifications.

Refine single production master files
Allows an existing cutter guide or artwork file to be 
imported (pdf, dxf, cff2, etc) and refined into a production 
master file. A range of tools allow files to be converted to 
CAD, inks managed and trapping applied creating a single 
one up master file ready for imposing or proofing.

Powerful Step & Repeat tools
A range of powerful step & repeat tools are provided 
to create print ready packaging layouts. These tools will 
dramatically reduce layout time and effort using formulas 
to automatically fill any layout. Reusable templates can 
easily be created from 1-up CAD files. Smart marks 
are automatically positioned on the layout according to 
content, sheet size and colours used.

Integrates into any prepress environment
As it supports industry standard file formats, RealPro 
Toolkit can be integrated into any packaging pre-press 
environment. Using latest PDF technology, RealPro  
Toolkit is optimised for APPE® driven workflows such as 
Graphium Label Workflow andRealPro Workflow.

A modular solution
RealPro Toolkit is offered in a number of different bundles, 
giving you the choice to select the solution to fit your 
precise requirements.
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Contact one of our Graphium specialists to  
find out more. Email: graphium@ffei.co.uk
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Technical specification

FX Inspect Eye Link Ink Search Tool Mark Trap Nest Tiff Seamless Wrap FX

Search — — — — √ — — — — O O O √

Search & eye — √ — — √ — — — — O O O √

Search pro — √ — √ √ — — — — O O O √

Nest — — — √ — — √ — √ O O O √

Prepare √ √ √ √ √ √ √ — — O O O √

Flexo √ √ √ √ √ — — √ — O O O √

Studio √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ — O O O √

Complete √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ O O O √

Inspect
Perform a set of pre-defined checks on a document. These 
checks are used to locate potentially problematic objects, 
specific to the printing processes in use.

Eye
The Preview function allows you to see an accurate 
representation of the document when printed, and 
Navigator can be used to navigate around the document.

Link 
Link can convert existing embedded images to linked files, 
allowing the images to be updated independently of the 
document, in their native application.

Ink
Provides functionality to control inks within a document  
(image channel mapping, ink coverage, ink mixing) and 
thus the separations produced for printing.

Search
The search function provides a method for locating and 
selecting objects using an operator defined set  
of conditions including a mix of spot colours or mix of 
CMYK and spot.

Tool 
Selection, Gradient, Line Pathfinder, Path Editing, Text 
Width Expansion and Node Optimization support  
RealPro Toolkit’s main features and enhance Adobe® 
Illustrator® tools.

Mark
Allows you to configure and add print registration marks  
of different types, trim marks, solid and graduated ink 
colour patches and text marks to a trim box, media box, 
sheet, plate, 1-up file, or CAD bounding box as well as  
the artboard.

Trap 
Automatic Trapping, Interactive Trapping, Rich Black 
creation and White Underprint. The data generated by the 
trapping process is placed in new layers in the document 
allowing straight forward viewing and editing.

Nest 
Efficient step & repeating of objects to save paper and 
streamline the printing process. Manual and automatic 
modes of operation are available.

FX
Curves: Support for colour editing using curves on both 
Vector and Raster artwork. This is particularly useful 
for modifications of objects printed on highly reflective 
metallic/holographic substrates where profiles cannot be 
effectively made. 

Noise: Effect can be applied to images and vector objects 
to eliminate banding on gradients. It can aslo smooth 
artefacts in flat tints within the original artwork, which may 
occur as a result of downstream print processes.

Options:

Tiff
Used to export the selected graphic area to TIFF format.

Seamless 
Allows users to repeat a unit element across the media in 
such a way that the pattern will repeat continuously in the 
final printed result.

Warp 
Is used to apply the correct pre-distortion to graphics to 
compensate for the deformation inherent in the production 
and conversion process.
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